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We onsider propagation of gravitational radiation in a magnetized multiomponent plasma. It
is shown that large density perturbations an be generated, even for small deviations from at
spae, provided the ylotron frequeny is muh larger than the plasma frequeny. Furthermore,
the indued density gradients an generate frequeny onversion of eletromagneti radiation, whih
may give rise to indiret observational eet of the gravitational waves.
04.30.Nk, 52.35.Mw, 95.30.Sf
I. INTRODUCTION
Reently there has been an inreased interest in gravi-
tational waves, mainly due to possibility of diret dete-
tion by LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave
Observatory) [1℄. Naturally the eets of gravitational
waves on earth are very small  whih is illustrated by
the large dimensions required for detetion. Closer to
the soure the inuene of the gravitational waves may
be larger, but generally it is nontrivial to predit the
possible inuene of the emitted radiation  in partiular
the oupling to the eletromagneti eld ompliates the
desription. For a disussion of the interation between
eletromagneti elds and gravitational radiation in an
astrophysial ontext, see for example Refs. [28℄, and
referenes therein.
In the present paper we will study the propagation
of gravitational perturbations in a magnetized plasma,
with the diretion of propagation perpendiular to the
magneti eld. It turns out that large density gradients
driven by the gravitational perturbation an be gener-
ated, even for small deviations from at spae, provided
the ylotron frequeny is muh larger than the plasma
frequeny. Furthermore, as is well known from labora-
tory plasmas (see, e.g., [9℄), moving density gradients an
inrease (or derease) the frequeny of eletromagneti
wave pakets, so alled photon aeleration. The den-
sity gradients in our ase are propagating with exatly
the speed of light, in ontrast to the laboratory appli-
ation [9℄. In priniple this means that a given photon
may inrease its energy by several orders of magnitude,
independent of its initial energy. Applying our results
to gravitational radiation generated by binary systems,
it turns out that the regime of most interest is the in-
frared regime. In this ase frequeny onversion by an
order of magnitude is possible, for a binary system lose
to merging.
II. PLASMA RESPONSE TO A GRAVITATIONAL
WAVE PULSE
A. Basi equations
The metri of a linearized gravitational wave propa-
gating in the z-diretion an be written as [10℄
ds2 = −dt2 + [1 + h(u)]dx2 + [1− h(u)]dy2 + dz2 ,
(1)
where we have assumed linear polarization, and u ≡ z−t.
For an observer omoving with the time oordinate, the
natural frame for measurements is given by
e0 = ∂t , e1 =
(
1− 12h
)
∂x , e2 =
(
1 + 12h
)
∂y , e3 = ∂z .
(2)
It an be shown [7℄ that in suh a frame, Maxwell's equa-
tions an be written
∇·E = ρ/ǫ0 , (3a)
∇·B = 0 , (3b)
∂E
∂t
−∇×B = −j
E
− µ0j , (3)
∂B
∂t
+∇×E = −j
B
, (3d)
where the eetive gravitational urrent densities are de-
ned as
j1
E
= j2
B
= 12 (E
1 −B2)
∂h
∂z
, (4a)
j2
E
= −j1
B
= − 12 (E
2 +B1)
∂h
∂z
, (4b)
and ∇ ≡ (e1, e2, e3).
To rst order in h, the uid equations beome
∂n
∂t
+∇·(nv) = 0 , (5a)(
∂
∂t
+ v·∇
)
γv =
q
m
(E + v×B) , (5b)
where γ ≡ (1 − v2‖)
−1/2
, v‖ ≡ v3, and n = γn˜, where
n˜ is the proper number density. These equations holds
for eah partile speies. Note that in general terms pro-
portional to v1h and v2h appear in the equations [3℄.
Throughout this paper, we will assume that v1, v2 ≪ 1,
and thus neglet terms of order v1h, v2h.
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B. Eletromagneti elds driven by a gravitational
perturbation
From now on we assume ∂/∂t≪ ωc, where ωc ≡ qB/m
is the ylotron frequeny, for all partile speies (sine
the gravitational perturbation is assumed to be the driver
of all perturbations this saling thereby holds for ∂/∂t
ating on all elds). Furthermore, we assume the pres-
ene of an external magneti eld: B0 = B0e1 [where the
total eld is B = (B0 + δB)e1℄. The eletri eld takes
the form E = E⊥e2.
Looking for solutions driven by the gravitational per-
turbation, and thus using ∂/∂t = −∂/∂z, we rst on-
sider Faraday's law for δB ≪ B0, whih gives
δB = −E⊥ + hB0 (6)
Next we note that if the exited elds E⊥ and δB grows
(invalidating δB ≪ B0), the quantity E⊥ + B that ap-
pears in the eetive urrent still beomes E⊥ + δB =
hB0, and thereby the above formula holds for arbitrary
eletromagneti amplitude. Taking the time derivative
of Ampere's law, using Eq. (6), we obtain[
∂2
∂t2
−
∂2
∂z2
]
E⊥ + µ0
∑
i
∂j⊥(i)
∂t
= −2
∂2h
∂t2
B0 , (7)
where the sum is over partile speies, and j⊥ ≡ j2. For
∂/∂t = −∂/∂z, the term (expliitly) involving E⊥ van-
ishes. The urrents are determined by the equation of
motion, noting that the ondition ∂/∂t≪ ωc means that
the urrent ontribution from dierent partile speies
anel to lowest order in an expansion in the operator
ω−1c ∂/∂t. The equation of motion gives
v‖ = −
E⊥
B0 + δB
(8)
to lowest order. Note that, using Eq. (6), we an now
approximate the denominator in Eq. (8) by B0 − E⊥.
The error this approximation introdues will not have
any notieable eets. This is beause v‖ an only be
altered signiantly by the omitted term if δB ≈ B0,
but this regime is inaessible, sine  from Eq. (8) 
it orrespond to superluminal speeds. From the parallel
omponent of Eq. (5b) we an alulate the rst order
orretion to the indued veloity, whih subsequently
determines the urrent. We obtain
v⊥ = −
m
q
1− v‖
B0 − E⊥
∂(γv‖)
∂t
(9)
Furthermore, the ontinuity equation gives
δn =
n0v‖
1− v‖
(10)
where we have divided the density into a perturbed and
an unperturbed part, n = n0 + δn.
>From (7) and the relations above we an thus de-
termine the indued veloity and density in terms of the
metri perturbation h. The result (for all partile speies)
is
v‖ =
1− (1−H)2
1 + (1−H)
2 , (11a)
δn =
n0
2
[
1
(1−H)
2 − 1
]
, (11b)
where H ≡ 2h/
∑
i(ω
2
p(i)/ω
2
c(i)), and ωp(i) ≡
(q2(i)n0/ǫ0m(i))
1/2
is the plasma frequeny for the un-
perturbed plasma speies i. Thus it is lear that even
a moderate or small value of the gravitational pertur-
bation may ause signiant density perturbation, pro-
vided the plasma is strongly magnetized in the sense
that
∑
i(ω
2
p(i)/ω
2
c(i)) ≪ 1. This is beause the fast
magnetosoni (or ompressional Alfvén) wave fullls ap-
proximately the same dispersion relation as the grav-
itational wave, with the mismath being proportional
to
∑
i(ω
2
p(i)/ω
2
c(i)) [11℄. The divergene that our for
H → 1 is learly unphysial, and it's removal will be
disussed in the next subsetion.
For future onsiderations it will also be useful to have
the relation between the relative magneti eld pertur-
bation and the relative density perturbation. When
|δB| ≫ |hB0|, whih is the ase of most interest, the
last term of Eq. (6) an be negleted and the desired re-
lation an be derived by ombining the resulting formula
with Eqs. (8) and (10). The simple result is
δn
n0
=
δB
B0
(12)
C. Removal of the divergene
The purpose in this subsetion is to explain the rea-
son for the ourrene of divergene when H approahes
unity, and to disuss various modiations of the assump-
tions that lead to a more physial behavior. From Eq.
(9) we note that for innitesimal veloity perturbations,
v⊥ (and thereby j⊥) depends linearly on v‖, but for large
parallel veloities, in partiular when v‖ → 1, v⊥ remains
nite due to the fator 1−v‖. From Eq. (7) it is thus lear
that we annot have a stationary solution where E⊥ de-
pend only on z−t for large enough h, and from Eq. (11a)
we see that this limit for the gravitational perturbation
is reahed when H beomes unity. Basially, the physial
reason is the following: In vauum the eletromagneti
and gravitational modes obey the same dispersion rela-
tion, and therefore  due to the mode oupling provided
by the unperturbed magneti eld  the system evolves
in a non-stationary way. In partiular gravitational wave
energy may be ontinuously onverted into eletromag-
neti wave energy, as will be examined in more detail be-
low. In the presene of a plasma, however, the indued
2
urrents hange the dispersion relation of the eletromag-
neti wave, and the resulting detuning of the modes sat-
urate the onversion of energy between them, making a
steady state solution (in a frame moving with the veloity
of light) possible in priniple. For a strongly magnetized
plasma, on the other hand, the indued plasma urrents
annot grow ontinuously with h, as we have seen above.
For suiently high gravitational amplitude this means
that the plasma urrents are of little signiane, pra-
tially the plasma appears as vauum for H ≥ 1, and in
partiular solutions depending only on z− t are impossi-
ble. This onlusion is not dependent on the absene of
thermal eets in our alulations in setion II B. Gen-
erally the addition of thermal motion only modies our
expressions (11) by a fator of the order 1+(vt/c)
2
, where
vt is the thermal veloity. In partiular, the divergene
of (11b) still ours for a nite value of H.
On the other hand, it is lear that our omission of the
bak reation of the eletromagneti wave on the gravita-
tional pulse in priniple ould hange this piture, sine
obviously ertain omponents of the energy momentum
tensor also diverges whenH → 1, implying that the grav-
itational wave amplitude ould indeed be diminished due
to the inuene of the generated EM-wave. The eets of
the selfonsistent gravitational eld aused by the plasma
perturbations are disussed in the Appendix, but will be
omitted here sine it turns out that the bakreation on
the gravitational wave is negligible in the appliation to
be disussed in this artile.
Sine it is lear that for H ≥ 1 the generated urrents
annot stop the growth of the EM-wave, we simplify the
piture from now on by putting the density to zero and
thus totally ignoring the plasma eets. The general so-
lution to Eq. (7) for the eletri eld in the presene of
a monohromati gravitational wave h = h˜ cos[k(z − t)]
an then be written
δB = E⊥ =
1
2k(Czz + Ctt)B0h˜ sin[k(z − t)]
+E+(z − t) + E−(z − t) , (13)
where Cz + Ct = 1 and E+ and E− are arbitrary fun-
tions. For an initial value problem where the plasma is
unperturbed in the absene of the pulse Cz = 0, Ct = 1
and E+ = E− = 0, i.e. the eletromagneti amplitude
grows linearly with time. For a boundary value problem,
on the other hand, where the external magneti eld B0
oupies a region z ≥ 0 and there is a gravitational wave
but no EM-waves propagating into the magnetized re-
gion, learly Cz = 1, Ct = 0 and E+ = E− = 0, i.e. we
have a linear spatial growth instead. For the appliations
to be disussed later on we will be interested in a situa-
tion where B0 is not neessarily stati. We thus note that
qualitatively the solution given by Eq. (13) still applies
for a quasi-stati situation, i.e. where the dependene of
B0 on time is slow enough suh that the eletri elds E
assoiated with the time variations fullls E/B0 ≪ 1.
In priniple we an ahieve very large EM-wave am-
plitudes also when we abandon the spei solutions de-
pending on z−t. However, sine the growth is only linear
in t and/or z, apparently we need large times/distanes
of oherent interation. For a boundary value problem
we an roughly dene the eetive distane of interation
as zeff
δBmax ≃ zeffB0,charh
′
char (14)
where the index char denotes the harateristi values
of the various quantities in the region of interest, and
the prime denote dierentiation with respet to the ar-
gument.
To summarize: Eq. (11b) have a lass of physially
sound solutions, but also unphysial ones with the prop-
erty δn→∞ as H → 1. The singular behavior is aused
by the insistene to look for solutions that moves with a
spei veloity, together with the omission of the self-
onsistent gravitational eld from the plasma perturba-
tions. The divergent solutions an be removed either
by onsidering a boundary or an initial value problem,
as disussed in this subsetion, or by onsidering the
bakreation of the plasma perturbations on the grav-
itational wave, as disussed in the Appendix. The al-
ternative onsidered here is the most relevant one with
regard to astrophysial appliations. Real astrophysial
systems have nite distanes of interation between grav-
itational waves and plasma waves, that an be estimated
on physial grounds. Thus when estimating the maxi-
mum magneti eld perturbation that an be produed
by a gravitational wave in a given situation, we an in
priniple apply solutions (11b) together with (12) but we
must note the upper bound for δBmax that exists for a
given zeff and is given by Eq. (14).
III. PHOTON FREQUENCY SHIFT
We now onsider the eet of the gravitational wave
perturbations on high frequeny photons in a plasma.
For simpliity we assume that the photons propagate
parallel to the gravitational waves and let them be rep-
resented by the vetor potential A = A˜ exp(i θ) + c.c.,
where c.c. stands for omplex onjugate. Making the
approah of geometrial optis [10℄, the wave number
k ≡ ∂zθ and frequeny ω ≡ −∂tθ satises some loal
dispersion relation ω = W (z, t, k). The amplitude of the
vetor potential is assumed small and by high frequeny
photons we mean ω ≫ ωp(i), ωc(i).
Due to the gravitational waves the plasma has a bak-
ground of possibly large elds δn, v‖, δB, and E⊥ all
being funtions of z− t and varying on a time and length
sale muh longer than that of A.
Sine ω ≫ ωc(i) the high frequeny pulse approxi-
mately behaves as if the plasma is unmagnetized. The
equation of motion linearized in the high frequeny (hf)
variables reads[
∂
∂t
+ v‖
∂
∂z
]
vhf(i) =
−q(i)
γm(i)
(
∂A
∂t
+ v‖
∂A
∂z
)
, (15)
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and thus vhf(i) = −q(i)A/γm(i), where the large sale vari-
ations have been negleted. The indued high frequeny
urrent is therefore jhf = −ω2pA/µ0, where the plasma
frequeny is ωp ≡ (
∑
i q
2
(i)n/ǫ0m(i)γ)
1/2
. Taking the time
derivative of Ampere's law gives the following wave equa-
tion for the photons[
∂2
∂t2
−
∂2
∂z2
+ ω2p
]
A = 0 . (16)
We reognize the dispersion relation as ω = [k2+ω2p(z−
t)]1/2, where we assume that the variations in the plasma
frequeny are determined from Eqs. (11) together with
γ = (1 − v2‖)
−1/2
.
The hange in the wave number and frequeny as the
wave propagates through the nonuniform and time vary-
ing media with veloity vg = ∂ω/∂k is given by the ray
equations
dk
dt
= −
∂W
∂z
,
dω
dt
=
∂W
∂t
. (17)
Note that W is a funtion of z − t and introdue oor-
dinates, ξ = z − vgt, τ = t loally moving with the pho-
tons, i.e. it should be understood that vg = vg(τ = τ0)
for some τ0. Then, in a small neighborhood of τ0 it holds
that dω/dτ = −∂W/∂ξ. Using ∂ξ = (1 − vg)
−1∂τ , this
an be integrated from time 1 to 2 (whih need not be a
small interval), noting that 1− vg ≈ ω
2
p/2ω
2
. The result
is
ω1
ω2
=
ω2p1
ω2p2
, (18)
where the indies 1 and 2 denote the values at τ1 and τ2,
respetively. An interesting aspet of Eq. (18) is that the
frequeny onversion fator N = ω1/ω2 is independent of
the frequeny regime of the EM-wave. Thus, in prini-
ple, x-rays an be turned into gamma rays, just as well as
infra-red waves an be onverted into the visible regime.
This is in ontrast to laser exited wake elds [9℄, where
eient frequeny shifts an only take plae provided the
frequeny of the onverted pulse roughly lies in the same
frequeny regime as the exiting laser pulse. The reason
for the dierene is that the density gradients propagates
with exatly the speed of light in our ase, whereas, nat-
urally, the orresponding veloity is slightly less than c
in the laboratory experiments. The neessary distane
of aeleration for a given onversion fator N is propor-
tional to ω2, however, and this puts ertain limits for the
appliability to the highest frequeny regimes.
IV. EXAMPLE
We have found that large density perturbations trav-
eling with the veloity of light an be indued by small
gravitational wave perturbations, provided the ylotron
frequeny is muh larger than the plasma frequeny, as
desribed by Eqs. (11). Furthermore, photons propagat-
ing in a moving density gradient an undergo frequeny
up-onversion (or down-onversion), as desribed by Eq.
(18). In priniple the eets an be large, even for a mod-
erate deviation from at spae-time. It is not yet lear
that the predited frequeny onversion an be observed
during reasonable onditions, however, and our aim in
this setion is to provide estimates to shed light on this
question. In this setion we reinstate the speed of light
in all expressions.
As a soure of gravitational radiation we onsider a bi-
nary system. At least one of the objets should have a
moderate to strong magneti eld (in order to make the
parameter
∑
i(ω
2
p(i)/ω
2
c(i)) small), and the objets should
be ompat (as to make the gravitational wave frequeny
and amplitude before merging large). Thus, for denite-
ness (and alulational simpliity due to symmetries) we
assume that the system onsists of two neutron stars of
equal mass M⊙, separated by a distane of 40 RS , where
RS = 2GM⊙/c
2 ≈ 3 km. Furthermore, the surfae mag-
neti eld of eah neutron star is assumed to be 106 T.
For the unperturbed plasma density prole, see Fig. 1.
The area surrounding the binary system an loosely
be divided into three regions (Fig. 1). The interval
20 RS − 30 RS from the enter of mass (CM) roughly
onstitutes region I, whih is the region where most of the
gravitational energy is gained by the EM-wave. Using a
Newtonian approximation, with d = αRS and r = βRS ,
it is straightforward to show that |h| ∼ (2αβ)−1, where
d is the separation distane between the binary objets
and r is the observation distane from the enter of mass
of the system. In order to obtain an estimate of the am-
plitude of the generated EM-wave, we ombine the above
expression for the gravitational wave amplitude with Eq.
(14) and the data given above. The result is
δB
B0
∼ 7× 10−5 (19)
at the of end region I. In region II (approximate inter-
val 30 RS − 3500 RS from the CM) δB/B0 is still small,
and  as seen by Eq. (12)  the relative density per-
turbation is thereby small as well, whih limits the fre-
queny onversion eet in this region. However, the
gravitationally indued EM-wave suers spherial atten-
uation, whereas the unperturbed magneti eld is that
of a dipole, and onsequently the relative density per-
turbation grows quadratially with distane. The end
of region II is dened as the neessary distane to make
δB/B0 of the order unity due to this inrease. (For
pulsars with period longer than 35 ms, region I and II
lies in the near zone, and thus the unperturbed magneti
eld indeed deays ubially in the region of interest, al-
though the unperturbed eld beomes a radiation eld
outside the light ylinder of the pulsar.) In region III
(approximate interval 3500 RS − 10
6 RS), the relative
density perturbation is appreiable, and thus the main
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frequeny onversion ours here [12℄.
At the beginning of region III the relative density per-
turbation is δn/n0 ∼ 1, in agreement with Eq. (12). An
EM-wave with initial frequeny ω ≡ ωmin = 10
12 rad/s
an move from a density minimum to a density maximum
during a laboratory system distane Lfreq = cTfreq =
cLgrad/(c − vg) ∼ ω
2
maxLgrad/ω
2
p, where Lgrad is a typ-
ial density gradient sale length. For deniteness we
assume that the pulsars have periods of the order of 350
ms, in whih ase δB/B0 may inrease to δB/B0 ∼ 10
for the most of region III. In our example the maximum
frequeny magniation N thus is
N =
ωmax
ωmin
=
ω2p,max
ω2p,min
∼ 10 . (20)
Inserting ωmax = 10
13 rad/s, and letting ω2p,max =
1011 rad/s (orresponding to n0 ≃ 10
12 cm−3) we obtain
Lfreq ≃ 10
6RS, i.e. the aeleration an take plae within
region III. Stritly applying our one-dimensional alula-
tions of Se. III means that frequeny up-onverted EM-
waves will be down-onverted and vie versa, if the gravi-
tational soure and the indued density perturbation are
indeed periodi. In our example, on the other hand, the
suessive frequeny onversion eets will derease with
the distane from the soure, and thus for an earth based
observer the radiation generated in region III should show
periodi up- and down-onversions. The frequeny on-
version ratio of Eq. (20) is of ourse a maximum value
of our example, that ours for radiation generated at a
density extremum, but all radiation generated in region
III will be up- or down onverted with a fator in the
interval 1−N , and onsequently the eet should be ob-
servable provided the objet is lose enough for radiation
generated in region III, in the approximate frequeny in-
terval 1011 rad/s ≤ ω ≤ 1014 rad/s, to be deteted, where
the upper limit is imposed by the fat that the system has
a nite distane of interation. If we try to inrease the
interation eieny by onsidering higher plasma densi-
ties the eletromagneti wave damping due to Thomson
sattering beomes prohibitive [12℄.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have onsidered the generation of traveling den-
sity perturbations in a magnetized plasma indued by
gravitational radiation. Provided
∑
i(ω
2
p(i)/ω
2
c(i)) ≪ 1,
signiant density perturbations, i.e. δn/n0 ∼ 1, an be
indued even by a small gravitational wave with h ≪ 1,
provided H ∼ 1. Basially the large eet is possible be-
ause of the approximate agreement of the dispersion re-
lations between the fast magnetosoni and gravitational
modes in the regime
∑
i(ω
2
p(i)/ω
2
c(i))≪ 1, whih in turn
allows for a long distane of oherent interation.
In order to nd a mehanism where the indued density
perturbations may give rise to earth-based observational
eets, we have studied frequeny onversion of eletro-
magneti wave pakets traveling in the moving density
gradients. The formula (18), relating the frequeny of
the wave paket for two dierent positions in the moving
density prole, is in oneptual agreement with the or-
responding results of Ref. [9℄, whih onsidered an anal-
ogous situation but where the density perturbation was
due to plasma osillations traveling with a phase velo-
ity slightly less than the speed of light c. In our ase
the gradients move with exatly c, however, and thereby
the maximum frequeny onversion fator N does not de-
rease with the initial frequeny [as for onventional pho-
ton aeleration℄, in priniple allowing for up-onversion
even of γ-rays.
The idealizations made in Ses. II and III is a some-
what too strong for our results to be diretly appliable to
a situation of astrophysial relevane. In partiular, we
annot onsider the unperturbed plasma as homogeneous
and the geometry as one-dimensional when making esti-
mates. In our example with a binary system as a soure
of gravitational radiation, we have thus been fored to di-
vide the neighborhood of the system into three regions:
Region I where most of the energy transfer into eletro-
magneti wave energy ours, region II where the relative
density perturbation grows, and region III where the fre-
queny onversion takes plae. In order to desribe the
physis in region I adequately we must abandon solu-
tions that depend on z − ct only, and the basis for this
has been disussed in Se. II C. By making estimates
based on our analytial alulations, we onlude that
the gravitational waves emitted by a system of binary
pulsars lose to merging may result in periodi frequeny
up- and down-onversions of eletromagneti radiation
in the infrared part of the spetrum. The frequeny of
the up- and down-onversions oinides with the gravita-
tional wave frequeny, i.e. it is twie the orbital frequeny.
VI. APPENDIX
In this appendix we are going to investigate the regime
of validity for the multi-omponent test uid approah.
Normally we think that by ontinually dereasing the pa-
rameters proportional to the unperturbed energy density,
at some point the uid in an external gravitational eld
an be treated as a test uid. In our ase the situation
is not quite that simple, sine we an derease the ele-
tromagneti (∝ B20) and the rest mass energy density
(∝ n0)at the same rate keeping
∑
i(ω
2
p(i)/ω
2
c(i)) onstant.
Sine our solution in setion II B has a diverging energy-
momentum tensor whenever H ≡ 2h/
∑
i(ω
2
p(i)/ω
2
c(i))→
1, learly we annot justify the test uid approah sim-
ply by assuming a suiently low unperturbed energy
density. To shed light on the physial eets due to the
selfonsistent gravitational eld, we will rst onsider the
linearized theory. This will provide a guide for making
estimates of the regime of validity of our (nonlinear) test
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matter solution in setion II B, and also makes it possi-
ble to justify the omission of selfonsistent gravitational
eets in setion IV .
We divide all quantities into an unperturbed part (i.e.
the value in the absene of the gravitational perturba-
tion) and a perturbed part. We note that the only vari-
ables that are nonzero in the unperturbed state are the
density (= n0), the magneti eld (= B0e1) and the met-
ri (= ηµν). It should be emphasized that in addition to
the diret eet on the dispersion relation from the mat-
ter, whih we will study below, there is also an indiret
ontribution (that will be omitted here) to the dispersion
relation from the bakground urvature produed by the
(unperturbed) matter. In the regime where the gravita-
tional wave length is muh shorter than the bakground
urvature, however, the shortwave approximation an be
applied, whih imply that these two eets an be stud-
ied separately and their ontribution to the dispersion
relation of the gravitational wave an be added, see e.g.
Ref. [13℄. In the above senario (provided thermal eets
are still negleted) the only eets from the gravitational
wave on the plasma perturbations are from the eetive
urrents in (4a)-(4b), where, in the present ase, we have
j2
E
= −j1
B
= −(1/2)B0(∂h/∂z) and the other omponents
are zero. Thus using Maxwells eqs. and the the set of
uid equations for eah partile speies and the same ap-
proximations as in setion II (but avoiding the ansatz
∂/∂t = ∂/∂z) we will obtain a wave equation for the fast
magnetosoni wave, modied from the standard textbook
form by allowing for an arbitrary value of
∑
i(ω
2
p(i)/ω
2
c(i)),
and with a gravitational soure term due to the eetive
gravitational urrents above. The result is(
∂2
∂t2
+
C2A
1 + C2A
∂2
∂z2
)
δB = 2
∂2h
∂t2
B0 (21)
where we have introdued the Alfvén veloity CA =(∑
i(ω
2
p(i)/ω
2
c(i))
)1/2
.(Note that CA may be larger than
unity, but, as an be seen above, the atual magnetosoni
wave veloity is smaller or equal to CA.) The system
is losed selfonsistently by Einstein's eld equations,
whih, after linearization redues to (f Eq. 4.9 in Ref.
[13℄)(
∂2
∂t2
+
∂2
∂z2
)
h = 16πG[T11 − T22]lin =
16πG
µ0
B0δB
(22)
where lin stands for linear part of. It is simple to om-
bine Eqs. (21) and (22) into a single wave equation for
the oupled fast magnetosoni and gravitational mode.
However, it is probably more illustrative to proeed by
onsidering the orresponding dispersion relation. Mak-
ing a plane wave ansatz, δB = δ˜B exp[i(kz − ωt)] and
h = h˜ exp[i(kz − ωt)], we diretly nd the dispersion re-
lation:
ω2 − k2 =
32πGB20
µ0
(
ω2
ω2 − k2C2A/(1 + C
2
A)
)
(23)
from Eqs. (21) and (22). Thus the presene of matter
auses a phase veloity ω/k > 1 and a group veloity
dω/dk < 1. A further onsequene is that the gravi-
tational wave also beomes dispersive. Apparently the
relation between δ˜B and h˜ is
δ˜B = B0h˜
(
ω2
ω2 − k2C2A/(1 + C
2
A)
)
(24)
where the omission of the selfonsistent gravitational eld
is a valid approximation only if we an use the vauum
dispersion relation ω2 − k2 = 0 as an approximation in-
stead of Eq. (23) when alulating δ˜B from (24). From
now on we will fous on the regime CA ≫ 1, whih make
the magnetosoni phase veloity lose to unity. Sine the
(typially small) right hand side of (23) now must be om-
pared to the small phase veloity dierene of the (un-
oupled) magnetosoni and gravitational waves, the on-
dition for omitting the selfonsistent gravitational eld is
signiantly stronger if one should get an approximately
orret magneti eld, and not just a small ontribution
from the right hand side in the dispersion relation (23).
For CA ≫ 1 the ondition for omitting the selfonsistent
gravitational eld, and still obtaining an approximate ex-
pression for δ˜B, beomes:
32πGB20
µ0
≪
ω2
C4A
(25)
The above validity ondition is obtained by omparing
the magneti eld obtained from the full selfonsistent
dispersion relation and its vauum approximation. A
muh simpler way to arrive at the same ondition as in
(25) is to demand that the relative ontribution from the
energy momentum tensor terms in Einstein's equations
should be muh smaller than the relative veloity dier-
ene between the magnetosoni and gravitational waves.
The advantage with this latter formulation of the valid-
ity ondition is that it an be easily applied also when
the relation between δB and h as well as the expression
for the energy momentum tensor are nonlinear. Adopt-
ing this ondition for omitting the selfonsistent grav-
itational eld when the plasma response to the metri
perturbation is nonlinear we write
32πGmax(δT )≪
ω2char
C2A
hchar (26)
wheremax(δT ) denotes the maximum deviation from the
unperturbed value of the perturbed energy momentum
tensor for any of its omponents, and the index har
denotes the harateristi value of the gravitational wave
frequeny and metri perturbation, respetively. For the
regime when Eq. (26) is violated, obviously our solution
in setion II B must be modied to take the selfonsistent
gravitational eld into aount, and this may result in
new types of solutions desribing, for example, nonlinear
solitary gravitational pulses. This problem is outside the
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sope of our present artile, however. We note that our
example in setion IV, fullls the validity ondition (26)
with a margin of several orders of magnitude.
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FIG. 1. The neighborhood of the binary system is di-
vided into three regions: Region I (20RS − 30RS), region
II (30RS − 3500RS), and region III (3500RS − 10
6RS). In
regions I and II we are situated in the near zone of the mag-
neti eld of the pulsar. Thus the plasma density is low, and
we assume that the plasma partiles do not interfere with the
approximations made in the example. For this to be true,
H ≫ 1 must hold in region I, whih is satised even for very
high densities. Furthermore
∑
i
(ω2p(i)/ω
2
c(i)) ≥ 1 should apply
in region II, whih is fullled for n0 ≤ 10
6 cm−3. In region III,
whih is mainly outside the light ylinder of the pulsar, we
assume the plasma density n0 to be of the order of 10
12 cm−3.
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